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V & C Patel English School

Yearly Exam

Std: IX
Subject: Mathematics

Max.Marks:80
Date:06-03-2018
Time: 3 hrs.

General Instructions:
l. All questions are compulsory.

2. The question paper consists of 30 questions divided illto four sccfions A, B' C and D.

Section-A conprises of 6 questions of I mark each; Section-B comprises of6
qlrestions of2 marks each; Section-C comprises of 10 questions of3 marks each and

Section-D compdses of 8 questions of4 marks each.

,- 3. There is no overall choice in this question pape.
\ / 4. Use ofcalculator is not permitted.

Section-A

Question numbers I to 6 corry I mdrk eaclr.

1. Without actually calculating the cubes, find the value of (- l2)r + (7t + (5)3.

2. What is the name ofhorizontaland vertical lines drawn to determine the position ofany
point in the Cartesian plane?

3. How would you rewrite Euclid's fifth postulate so that it wouid be easier to tulderstand?

4. What is the longest pole that can be put in a room ofdimensions l- l0 crn, b = 10 cm

andh=5cm?
5. The points A, B and C are on the circle such that AB is perpendicular to BC. AB = 12

cm, BC : 16 cm and AC is a diameter. Find the radius ofthe circle passing through the

points A, B and C.
L'-^...,8' 6. Check whether i can be empirical probability or not Give reason.

Section-B

Question numbers 7 lo 12 carry 2 mdrks each.

7. Show that 1.27272'1... = I.27 can be expressed in the form z.wherepandqare

intege$andq+0.

8. Find the remainder when xl-ax2 t 6x-a is divided by x-a.
9. If a point C lies between two points A and B such that AC = BC, then prove that

AC :; AB. Explain by drawing the figure.

10. Shivani had to make a model ofa cylindrical kaleidoscope for her science project. She

wanted to use chart paper to make the curved suface ofthe kaleidoscope. What would

be the area ofchart paper required by her, ifshe wanted to make a kaleidoscope of

length 25 cm with a 3.5 cm radius? (Take z = l)



ll.Themeanofl6itemswasfoundtobe30.onrechecking,itwasfoundthattwoitems
were wrcngly taken as 22 and l8 instead of -12 and 28, respectively' Find the conect

mean.

12. Pro'/e that equal chords ofa circle subtend equal angles at the centre'

Section-C

Question hunbe$ l3 to 22 carry 3 ma*s each'

ll. lfx (2 r r,6rthcn find the value o[x? I
14. Factorise: gal-9b2 + 6a + |

15. Represent 143 on the number line. Mention the steps also

l6.Drawaquadrilateralwhoseverticesarethepointshavingcoordinatesas:G3'3)'(3'3)'
(3,-3) and (-3,-3). What is the special name ofthe quadrilateral so obtained?

17. Tanya has a piece of land which is in the shape ofa rhornbus She wants her one

daughte. unJ on" ,on to \tork on the land and produce difierent crops She divided the

lanJ in two equal parts. Ifthe perimeter ofthe land is 400 m and one ofthe diagonals is

160 m, how much a-rea each of them will get for their crops?

18. The diameter ofthe moon is approximately one-fourth ofthe diameter ofthe earth'

What fraction ofthe volume ofthe eafth is the volume ofthe moon?

1 9. (i) Find the value of k, if x = 2, y = I is a solution of the equation 2x r 3y = k'

iii; E"press Zx t 3y = 9.35 in the form ax + by + c = 0 and indicate the values of a' b

and c.

20. An insurance company selected 2000 drivers at random (i e ' 
without any preference of

one driver over another) in a particular city to find a relationship between age and

(

accidents. The data obtained are givel in the following table:

(

Find the probabilities ofthe following events for a d ver chosen at random from the

city:
(i) being I 8-29 years of age and having exactly 3 accidents in one year'

(ii) being 30-50 years ofage and having one or more accidents in a year

(iiD having no accidents in one yeer.

21. Diagonals AC and BD ofa napezium ABCD with AB ll DC intersect each other at O'

?rove that ar (AOD) = ar (BOC)

22. ABC is a triangle right angled at C. A line through the mid-point M ofhypotenuse AB

and palallel to BC intersects AC at D Show that

(i) D is the mid-point ofAC
(ii) MD is pery€ndicular to AC
(iii) cM=MA=%AB

Accideots in one Year



Sectioa-D

Qu*tion numbers 23 to 30 carry I marks each.

23. In the figure given below, AB I CD and CD ll EF.

IBEF = 55', find the values ofx, y and z.

Also EA is perpendicular to AB. If

24. AABC and ADBC are two isosceles triangles on lhe same base BC and vertices A and D

are on the same side of BC as shown in the figure. If AD is extended to intersect BC at

P, show that

(D AABD = ^ACD(iD AABP = AACP
(iiD AP bisects 7!. as well as 7P.
(iv) AP is the perpendicular bisector ofBC.

25. Sonia distributed chocolates in an orphanage. On her birthday, she gave 5 chocolates to

each child and 20 chocolates to adults. Taking number ofchildren as x and total

chocolates distributed as y.

(D Form a linear equation
(iD Ifshe distributed 145 chocolates then how many children are there in the

orphanage?

(iii) If there are 20 children then find the required number of chocolates?

(iu) Write the value depicted here by Sonia.

26. A sector ofa circle ofradius 9 cm and central angle of 120". It is rolled up so that the

two bounding radii are joined together to form a cone. Find
(i) the slant height ofthe cone.

(iD the radius ofthe base ofthe cone.
(iii) the volume ofthe cone.

fiv) the total surface area ofthe cor€.
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27. Solve the equation 2x + I = x - 3 and represent the solution(s) on(D the number line
(iD the Cartesian plane

28. The runs scored by two teams A and B on the first 60 balls in a cdcket match are given
below:

Represent the data ofboth the teams on the same graph by ftequency polygons.
29. Construct a triangle ABC in which BC = 8 crn, 2lB = 45. and AS_Ai = iJ 

"rn. 
A.lr"

mention the steps.

3 0 lf diagonals of a cyclic quaddlateral are diamete$ of the circle through the vertices of
the quadrilateral, prove that it is a rec@nsle.

((. 
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BEST OF LUCK

Number of baug
r_6 i: Team A Team B

2 5
7-12 I 6
l3- l8 ll 2
t9-24 9 l0
25-30 4 5

5 6
37-42 6 3
43-48 l0 4
49-54 o 8
55-60 2 l0


